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This is the hottest new tool for both home users and network administrators. Key Macro features an easy-to-use interface that
lets you assign keyboard shortcuts to a series of tasks. The main window offers you a quick look at the current configuration.
There’s no need for a manual or additional download. Advantages brought by portable tools You can run Key Macro without any
installation. It comes packed with a self-contained setup file that includes all the required files, drivers, and setup wizards. You
can store it on a USB flash drive and run it as a portable app. The program leaves no additional traces on your system so you can
run it without administrator privileges. How it works All key shortcuts are installed in the form of a custom shortcut. If you try
to create a shortcut to a task that is not included in the software, the application will display a message that you are missing the
specified command. It is very easy to configure and use the tool. You are provided with all the options you may need. For
instance, you can add or remove commands as you see fit. You can assign a key shortcut to a whole range of operations and
combine several commands into a single action. The program is able to run on any Windows PC (desktop or server). You don’t
need a specific application. Final thoughts Key Macro is a tool with loads of smart features for automating your actions and
making your work more comfortable. If you want to organize your documents, start web browser, or launch a program, you can
do it just with a few mouse clicks. KEYHOLE Description: If you have ever asked yourself why you can’t open a certain file
because it’s encrypted or contain potentially dangerous content, KEYHOLE can answer that question. This app is designed to
help you analyze the integrity of documents and other files. Advantages brought by portable tools KeyHOLE can analyze any
file no matter how it is stored. You don’t need to install the utility on your computer. It can be run from a USB flash drive,
optical disc, DVD-ROM, or any other removable media. It’s designed to work on both 32-bit and 64-bit Windows operating
systems. How it works All files you want to analyze with the application are located in a single folder. That way, the software
can create a list of all existing files, which includes their properties (size, date, and so on 1d6a3396d6
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Hasher.Net, a small yet effective software tool, is a reliable application that makes it possible to verify the integrity of your
files. The utility features a simplistic design and several hash algorithms are available in its main window. Download Hasher.Net
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System Requirements:

Important: GOG Galaxy users should follow these instructions to ensure optimum performance: 1. Install GOG.com support to
your account. 2. Open your GOG Galaxy app and choose Settings > Account. Click "Continue" on the GOG.com support
window that pops up. 3. Enter your GOG Galaxy password. 4. Click "Connect" and "Agree" on the GOG.com support window
that pops up. 5. Close Settings and log out of your account. 6. Log back into
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